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NAAFP Farm Bill Decision Aid

• Thank you for attending
• National Association of Agriculture and Policy (NAAFP) is a consortium of Universities led by
  – AFPC at Texas A&M
  – FAPRI at University of Missouri-Columbia
• Funding for the Farm Bill Decision Aid Conference is provided by Farm Service Agency of the USDA and co-sponsored with NCPE
NAAFP Educational Materials

- At the conclusion of this conference, participants will be provided a link to all educational materials presented today
  - Formatted as PDF and PowerPoint
- By December 1st a complete NAAFP educational package will be available that is being developed by AFPC/FAPRI in collaboration with policy experts from across the U.S.
  - PowerPoint files and Educational Videos with Policy Experts answering questions important to their region of the U.S.
  - Participants will be notified when available
NAAFP Farm Bill Decision Aid

• Purpose of today’s conference
  – Discuss important changes in the farm bill
    • Dr. Joe Outlaw – Texas A&M University
    • Dr. Jody Campiche – Oklahoma State University
    • Dr. Bradley Lubben – University of Nebraska
  – Price Outlook
    • Mr. Peter Zimmel – University of Missouri-Columbia
  – Demonstrate the University of Illinois Decision Aid
    • Mr. Tim Watts – Watts and Associates
  – Demonstrate the NAAFP Decision Aid
    • Dr. James Richardson – Texas A&M University
Conference Evaluation

• After the conference you will receive an email with the URL below to evaluate the conference

• We greatly appreciate you taking two minutes to complete and submit an evaluation

• https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1N9Q1UlxA9Ev5K5H0Isvl3vdBI-JAihy1QVUG2jgnyXA/viewform